Course Review: Salmon Run Golf Course
Salmon Run Golf Course in Brookings is beautiful,
and a bear to play. That’s the one-sentence synopsis of this 18-hole, semi-private course that demands accuracy above all else, and oh-by-the-way,
you don’t even want to think about walking it. This
is not a track for the timid, or frankly, for the inexperienced. We’re certainly not saying not to play the
course if you’re a high handicapper, just warning
you to be patient, enjoy Salmon Run’s great aesthetics and expect a long day/high score.
We played Salmon Run as part of Golf Week 2012,
when we were based in North Bend and played Oregon Coast courses from Waldport on south (other
than the Bandon Dunes complex). Golf Week foursome-fillers Dave Cadd and Mitch Nosack were on
hand, and the pro shop people gave all of us a great
senior online rate that only Dave actually qualified
for (although we are all within nine months in age).
Salmon Run opened in 1999; par is 72. We played
the white tees (which were actually sort of tan),
which measure about 6000 yards. Length isn’t the
issue at Salmon Run, narrowness is. This course is
t-i-g-h-t — if you don’t lose a few balls in the trees,
in a creek or down a ravine, you’re either really good
or unbelievably lucky. If that’s not bad enough, if you
stray off the fairway only a little and avoid water,
ravines and such, you’ll find yourself in very long
rough. The course features numerous, severe elevation changes; again, rent a golf car. In addition to
all of the ups and downs, there are frequently pretty
good treks from greens to tees. The course features
a linear design. You start out going west from the
clubhouse (that’s a guess, we didn’t have a com-

pass) and wind back on No. 9, then Holes 10-18 are
all east (or whatever) of the clubhouse.
Generally speaking, you’re looking at elevated tees
to greens down below. Nowhere is this more true than
on Salmon Run’s signature hole, No. 4, nicknamed
the “Lombard Street Hole.” If that doesn’t ring a bell,
it’s a reference to the particularly windy, hilly street
in San Francisco you’ve undoubtedly seen pictures
of. No. 4 is a par 3 that plays from 111 to 164 yards
depending on the tee selection — 147 for us. You
go four-wheeling up a gravelly, hilly, crooked part
path some 150 feet, teeing off shrouded in the trees
to an island green (photo left).
The rest of the course is really target golf. There’s
no more than a half-dozen holes where you can just
bomb away; you could easily play Salmon Run without a driver. The course is especially difficult for firsttimers because you need to know where to leave
your tee shot to set up shot No. 2. You need to stop,
think and plan approach shots at Salmon Run, you
can’t just walk up and hit your ball willy-nilly.
The pace of play was a hair slow, indicative of how
hard the course is. The pro shop has a nice little
snack bar with very good hot dogs. Incidentally, we
were told that “Salmon Run” isn’t just some generic
name — apparently, during spawning season, salmon can be seen in the small creek that meanders
throughout the golf course; the stream is fed by the
local Chetco River.

